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Community Question Answering systems
   Finding relevant information quickly and efficiently
   Share knowledge with the right audience

   Questions and answers only as unstructured text 
   Expressing and understanding ideas is complicated 

CQA system Stack Overflow

Graphical representation
   Language neutral
   Clear explanation
   More efficient finding of solutions
   Helps by estimating the risks

   Software engineering: UML

Frequency of UML diagrams  employment in software 
projects:

 Dobing, B., Parsons, J.: How UML is used. In: Communications of the ACM, (2006), 
vol. 49, no. 5, pp. 109–113. 

Functional requirements
   Support of the most common UML diagrams: 
    class diagram, use case diagram, activity diagram, state diagram; 

   Diagram persistency and its static representation (JPG, PNG, PDF) 

Non-functional requirements
   Intuitive navigation
   Easy to use 
   Robust
   Reliable
   Web-based

   Qualitative UX study:  UX lab, Tobii studio
   Experiment in sample application based on mxGraph 

Sample application used in experiment (www.draw.io)

Experiment
   Instructions to draw certain UML diagrams
   3 respondents: experienced users of UML
   Feedback from respondents:

1.  Feedback to organization and navigation of 
     application
2.  Feedback to overall transparency and layout 
3.  Feedback to unexpected responses of    
     application

   Recording of mouse movements: Number of clicks necessary to perform desired action

   cqaGraph as an extension to traditional CQA systems
   Questions and answers in unstructured text enriched with graphical representation
   Better understanding of ideas
   More efficient knowledge sharing 

Motivation Solution: application cqaGraph UX study

Conclusion

Architecture of cqaGraph
   Extensive study of graphical libraries: most suitable mxGraph

Hypothesis  1:  Created application cqaGraph offers required functionality for 
creating the most common UML diagrams. 

Hypothesis  2:  Created application cqaGraph offers robust, intuitive and reliable 

user interface. 

   Most suitable graphic library is mxGraph: supports UML diagrams
   However, support of UML diagrams in mxGraph is not sufficient
   UX study to determine the  possibilities and restrictions of diagramming library mxGraph
   Specifying users  requirements and expectations
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